
The Design Brief – Arden Berlin Buddy Bear Competition   
 
Background 
 
For many years now, the Buddy Bear sculptures have been globally popular figures. On the 
one hand, they are recognised as an unofficial symbol of Berlin. On the other hand, through 
the many United Buddy Bears exhibitions, the bears stand for tolerance, international 
understanding and living together in peace. Along with these two core values, their 
popularity also originates in their friendly-looking bear shape and their diverse artistic 
designs.  
 
Objective 
 
You are required to create a digital design to cover the Berlin Buddy Bear to be used as the 
Arden Berlin Study Centre mascot.  
 
Please note: if you are chosen as the winner you will be required to come to our 
Berlin Study Centre to paint your design on the physical bear that we provide, in 
accordance with clause Error! Reference source not found. of the Terms and Conditions.  
 
We plan to unveil the painted mascot at the Arden University’s student lounge opening party 
on 28th April 2023.  
 
Your design should: 
 

1. Be an original and unique work of art; 
2. Convey a broad international body of students;  
3. Use typography and pictograms from many cultures; 
4. Embody the word ‘fun’;  
5. Not be overly simplistic. Designs showing the bear with shirt and trousers or overalls 

are prohibited; 
6. Not include any logos, website addresses or printed advertising; and  
7. Comply with the Buddy Bear Berlin guidelines (https://shop.buddy-

baer.com/media/pdf/9d/99/62/BBB-Design-Guidelines.pdf).  
 
 
Target audience  
 

1. Arden University students 
2. Arden University staff 
3. Visitors to the Berlin Study Centre 

 
Design use 
 
The design will be used for the following (this is not an exhaustive list): 
 

1. The design will be painted on the physical Bear mascot which will be used as the 
Arden Berlin Study Centre mascot. 

    
Please see clause 3 of the Terms and Conditions on how to submit your Entry.  

If you have any questions, you can contact the School of Design at 
schoolofdesign@arden.ac.uk. 
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Please read the full terms and conditions below for the Arden Berlin Buddy Bear Competition 
for entry details. 

 


